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One way to reduce computational complexity with local
descriptors is to apply them only to a subset of the image.
The points in this subset are called interest points. A
comprehensive summarization of interest point detectors is
given in [3] and [4]. The first step of such a method is
to locate appropriate interest points. The repeatability of
this procedure is an important quality criterion. To allow
successful matching between different images it is necessary
to detect key points at exactly the same locations. Then
a feature descriptor is locally calculated at these points.
The matching step compares two images with detected
feature vectors around interest points. One simple option
is to compare all pairs of interest point descriptors using
Euclidean distance.
We chose SURF [5] as the basis for our tracking algorithm
since it provides a better performance compared to SIFT
while allowing faster calculation, which is necessary for
developing a real-time tracking algorithm. SURF is already
used for tracking by a recent publication of Ta et al. [6], but
the authors focus more on the efficient organization of the
keypoint extraction, while we take the keypoints and their
feature descriptors as given. In [7] a workflow similar to ours
is used, but with an online EM algorithm for modeling the
relation between point and object motion and a maximum
likelihood method to estimate object motion. Moreover they
incorporate object structure with a graph matching approach.
Another way to solve the problem of having to calculate
descriptors for the whole image is to use Online Boosting
[8]. In this method, features are only calculated for a small
fraction of a larger underlying feature space by doing online
feature selection. This allows fast classification and updating
without having to restrict the number of possible features.
Tracking with Multiple Instance Learning [9] follows a
similar approach.
In Section 2 we first describe our tracking method. Next
we show our experiments in Section 3. We conclude in
Section 4 with a summary and an outlook on future work.

Abstract—This paper deals with a novel method for object
tracking. In the first step interest points are detected and
feature descriptors around them are calculated. Sets of known
points are created, allowing tracking based on point matching.
The set representation is updated online at every tracking step.
Our method uses one-shot learning with the first frame, so
no offline and no supervised learning is required. Following
an object recognition based approach there is no need for
a background model or motion model, allowing tracking of
abrupt motion and with non-stationary cameras. We compare
our method to MeanShift and Tracking via Online Boosting,
showing the benefits of our approach.
Keywords-Tracking and surveillance; Object detection and
recognition

I. I NTRODUCTION
Object tracking algorithms are tools for the extraction
of information from temporal image sequences. Computers
allow for an automatic or semi-automatic analysis to help
to deal with the acquired surveillance data. Trajectories
estimated by object tracking are the basis for higher-level
algorithms in automated surveillance or for instance in
human-computer interaction – like controlling a computer
program simply by moving an item in your hand.
With an interest point based method, we chose a method
from the field of object recognition. While conventional
tracking approaches focus on exploiting temporal coherence
assumptions, an object recognition based approach is less
influenced by abrupt object motion, which occurs with low
frame rate video (LFR) material or non-stationary cameras.
Objects move too far from one frame to the next, therefore
it is necessary to use methods which are able to identify
objects without relying on motion prediction only. Low
frame rate (LFR) sequences are characterized by abrupt
change of appearance and fast motion. We consider 5 frames
per second as low frame rate, which also corresponds to the
definition used in [1].
A comprehensive survey of object tracking is given in
Yilmaz et al. [2]. Using their taxonomy, tracking methods
can be divided into 3 groups: Point tracking, kernel tracking
and silhouette tracking. Our method belongs to the kernel
tracking section, even though we are working with point
descriptors instead of an object region description.
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II. O BJECT T RACKER
Given a bounding box for initialization and a set of
interest points p0..k with their corresponding feature vectors
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f0..k for the first frame, we separate the interest points into
two sets Sf g and Sbg , with an initial weight of winit . The
two sets of interest points with their feature descriptors and
their weights are the learned knowledge on which tracking is
based. Additionally we calculate the relative positions within
the object’s bounding box for all points in the foreground
set, in order to determine the new bounding box based
on a set of points. This knowledge is updated in every
following tracking step to allow adaption to changing object
appearance. Our sets of foreground and background points
have no fixed size, but are limited by the upper bounds
nf g,max and nbg,max .

(a) Point extraction

(b) Classification

(c) Bounding box and weight update

(d) Replacing points

Figure 1.

After this step, all weights in both sets Sf g and Sbg are
decreased using w = w − wCool . This cooldown makes sure
that points which are rarely matched are getting a low weight
which allows replacing them later on.
After these classification steps are done the update step is
performed. All matched points which were correctly classified get their feature vectors updated using ft = αft + (1 −
α)ft−1 . Then new candidates are inserted into the sets Sf g
and Sbg by either adding them, when the set has not reached
nf g,max or nbg,max yet, or by replacing existing points. For
replacement in Sf g three input parameters are important:
The number of replacements to be made ntorepl , the set of
new candidate points Pnew and the set of candidates for replacement Pold . Then min(ntorepl , |Pnew |, |Pold |) elements
are replaced by choosing randomly (uniformly distributed)
from the sets Pnew and Pold .
ntorepl is calculated with the goal of filling up the number
of positively classified interest points (T P ) in every frame
to the number of initial interest points (T Pinit ). This is done
by using ntorepl = T Pinit2 −T P . If T P is greater than T Pinit ,
ntorepl is simply set to zero. Factor two is included to learn
more conservatively by replacing fewer points.
Pnew , which is the set of candidates to replace existing
interest points, is a specific subset of Sunmatched , namely all
those points that are within the rectangle Rt and which are,
in feature space, more than gthresh away from the closest
background interest point.
Pold are points in Sf g which have a weight lower than
wmin .
Candidates for Sbg are added to the set, then set items are
removed using roulette wheel selection according to their
weights until |Sbg | = nbg,max is reached again.
In figure 1 we show an overview of the algorithm workflow.

Workflow

First of all, the interest points are divided into three
pairwise disjoint sets Spos , Sneg and Sunmatched (and
Spos ∪ Sneg ∪ Sunmatched = E). This is done by matching
them to the foreground and background sets Sf g and Sbg .
After these sets are created the bounding box Rt is
determined. This is done by calculating the upper left corner
of the rectangle using the relative positions of the interest
points, which are known from the first frame in which they
were added to the set Sf g . For all points in Spos , which
corresponds to a subset of Sf g because of the matching
step, the upper left corner of the rectangle is predicted.
The average of those predictions is used for determining
the bounding box Rn with the size of Rinit .
Using this bounding box, all points in Spos are classified
into 2 sets T P (true positives) and F P (false positives)
according to their location. The weights of all matched
points in T P are updated using w = w+wT P . The points in
Sneg are also classified into F N (false negatives) and T N
(true negatives) and the weights of the points in T N are
updated using w = w + wT N . The points in F P and F N
receive a penalty by subtracting wF P or wF N respectively.

III. R ESULTS
Collins et al. [10] define an evaluation framework including simple metrics with overlapping bounding boxes, which
is basically all we need. Based on their metrics we define
the following: The tracking rate is the number of frames in
which the object has been correctly tracked, divided by the
number of frames N in the sequence. Correctness is defined
in terms of overlapping bounding boxes of the ground truth
bounding box RGT,i and the tracker bounding box Ri .
PN −1
xi
T R = i=0
N

1, when RGT,i ∩ Ri > tov max(RGT,i , Ri )
xi =
0, otherwise
The maximum function was chosen instead of the union to
keep the penalty of a deviation of the bounding box smaller.
For the evaluation we use the videos provided by David
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Ross et al. [11]1 , since they show a single object and one is
recorded with a non-stationary camera. The videos are also
used in [8]. Ground Truth was created using Viper GT2 .
Figure 2 shows samples from the evaluation sequences.

Figure 2. Samples from Dudek, Ming-Hsuan and Sylvester video datasets

Our IPTracker method is compared with our implementation of the Online Boosting method [8] and with the mean
shift tracker [12]. We are doing the comparison with 3
sequences, namely Dudek, which shows a moving camera
and therefore moving background, as well as Plush Toy and
Ming-Hsuan.
[%]
IP
OB
MeanShift

Dudek
99.83
91.40
89.05

Ming
98.95
*99.08
*83.09

[%]
IP
OB
MeanShift

Dudek LFR
82.29
75.52
73.96

Ming LFR
81.06
*99.60
*84.13

Sylvester LFR
40.63
97.32
82.59

Table II
R ESULTS OF T RACKER LFR C OMPARISON , T RACKING R ATE IN %

after 40 % of the video. In this sequence there are 18
frames without a match at all. In other words, the object
appearance changes too much so that the keypoint method
cannot find matches anymore even from one frame to the
next. The correlation between tracking quality and matching
performance is evident. The tracker cannot compensate for
the problems of the underlying keypoint extractor. The
results of this analysis can be seen in table III.

Sylvester
100.00
92.56
83.93

Table I
R ESULTS OF T RACKER C OMPARISON , T RACKING R ATE IN %

Table I shows the results of this evaluation step. The
reason for not reaching 100 % in the Ming Sequence is
that in the ground truth the object is still marked while it
is leaving the scene and therefore just partly visible, but the
trackers lose the object when parts of the bounding box are
out of the image area.
The Online Boosting Tracker is based on [8], but uses
Haar features only. For the OnlineBoosting and MeanShift
algorithm with the Ming video the result had to be adjusted
(marked with a * in the table): The tracker has no handling
for object loss, it keeps tracking even when the object has
left the scene. Therefore we did not count the frames where
no object was present.
Now the performance is compared using low frame rate
sequences. For this purpose the input videos were subsampled to 5 FPS.
Table II shows that the IPTracker does not perform well
with the LFR videos due to the keypoint extraction method.
While with the non-LFR videos the minimum of a 20-frame
average is at least 11, in LFR situations it is 8.75 for the
Dudek Sequence, 9.35 for the Ming sequence and only 2.4
for the Sylvester sequence, which explains the tracking loss
1 Videos are available at http://www.cs.toronto.edu/∼dross/ivt/, last visited 6th May 2010
2 see http://viper-toolkit.sourceforge.net/docs/gt/, last visited 6th May
2010

Figure 3.

IPTracker LFR tracking problem with Sylvester sequence

Figure 3 shows frames 90 and 91 of the Sylvester sequence, 5 frames before the tracking loss occurs. While
there are many new keypoints added to the set Sf g in the
first frame (marked with blue crosses within the marked
bounding box) there is only one keypoint in the latter frame
which was classified positively (marked with a green circle
within the bounding box).
Normal Average
Normal Minimum
LFR Average
LFR Minimum

Dudek
24.88
11.10
17.96
8.75

Ming
23.54
15.75
18.11
9.35

Sylvester
19.64
11.55
7.91
2.40

Table III
M ATCHING P ERFORMANCE

For the OnlineBoosting and MeanShift algorithm with the
Ming video the result was once again adjusted (marked with
a * in the table). The LFR situation does not make much
of a difference for the MeanShift method, only with the
Dudek sequence the object is lost for the last 30 frames. The
reason for not being influenced by LFR is that the histogram
features used with MeanShift seem to not be that sensitive
to appearance changes; tracking is still possible because of
the smaller search space due to the mean shift procedure.
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The long term stability of the algorithm is evaluated by
starting an image sequence in a loop, playing the video every
second time in reverse to avoid jumps. We did this evaluation
with both the Dudek and the Ming sequence. In the Dudek
sequence the tracking was still stable after processing more
than 37000 frames. The Ming sequence showed the same
behavior, the object was also correctly tracked for more than
37000 frames.
We created an artificial occlusion of 50 % of the ground
truth bounding box by overlaying a black bar over a period
of 20 frames, furthermore we used the sequences Occluded
Face and Occluded Face 23 (see figure 4). The occlusions
show no influence on tracking quality. This is caused by the
interest point based concept, the only requirement is that
there are enough remaining interest points (at least one in
each frame). Invisible object parts do not cause problems in
locating the object.

method to Tracking with Multiple Instance Learning, for
which the authors provide both the code and their results
on publicly available datasets. Applying Multiple Instance
Learning or a Boosting based method to determine the
interest point weights might improve our point selection
process.
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